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How to create a 3D model?How to create a 3D model?

Based on artificial data: synthesisBased on artificial data: synthesis
Based on reality: reconstructionBased on reality: reconstruction
nn Laser scannersLaser scanners
nn Touch probesTouch probes
nn Radar imagesRadar images
nn Visual information (e.g. photographs)Visual information (e.g. photographs)



3D from visual information?3D from visual information?
Number of sources:Number of sources:
nn Single view (not considered)Single view (not considered)

Very limited, lots of extra knowledge requiredVery limited, lots of extra knowledge required
nn Multiple viewsMultiple views

E.g.: Human vision system E.g.: Human vision system 
–– two eyes and a sense of depth two eyes and a sense of depth 

What do we seek? What do we seek? –– Depth informationDepth information
What do we have? What do we have? 
nn Visual information Visual information 

–– Basis of reconstruction: matching different viewsBasis of reconstruction: matching different views
nn Geometric informationGeometric information

–– Needed to calculate 3DNeeded to calculate 3D



Reconstruction from multiple Reconstruction from multiple 
imagesimages

Complex taskComplex task
Different casesDifferent cases
nn Scene typesScene types
nn Image qualityImage quality
nn Number of imagesNumber of images
nn View angle or baseline widthView angle or baseline width

No general solution for all cases!No general solution for all cases!



ScenesScenes

Aerial photographsAerial photographs



BuildingsBuildings



Indoor scenesIndoor scenes



ObjectsObjects



Nature scenesNature scenes



Different scenesDifferent scenes
and the reconstructionand the reconstruction

Scene problems:Scene problems:
nn Periodic texturesPeriodic textures
nn Dynamic scenes Dynamic scenes 
nn TexturelessTextureless objectsobjects
nn Intensive 3D texture Intensive 3D texture –– fur, grass, leavesfur, grass, leaves
nn Transparent objectsTransparent objects



Image quality Image quality 
and the reconstructionand the reconstruction

Lighting conditions:Lighting conditions:
nn Brightness and ContrastBrightness and Contrast
nn SpecularitiesSpecularities
nn Uneven conditions for different viewsUneven conditions for different views
Gray levels or colour values?Gray levels or colour values?



Resolution and the reconstructionResolution and the reconstruction

Resolution should fit the detail level of the Resolution should fit the detail level of the 
scenescene
nn Too high: Too high: 

Many featureless areas Many featureless areas 
–– views are less informative, difficult to matchviews are less informative, difficult to match
High computation costHigh computation cost

nn Too low:Too low:
Surfaces diminishSurfaces diminish
Depth information is lost behind the sightDepth information is lost behind the sight



Number of viewsNumber of views

Two viewsTwo views



Multiple views, videoMultiple views, video



Effect of the number of viewsEffect of the number of views

Problems of two views:Problems of two views:
nn Not enough geometric informationNot enough geometric information
nn Unresolved occlusions: Only mutually visible Unresolved occlusions: Only mutually visible 

points are points are reconstructablereconstructable
Problems of multiple views:Problems of multiple views:
nn Resolving occlusions: Many 3D points are not Resolving occlusions: Many 3D points are not 

visible on all viewsvisible on all views
nn Distortions: different views contain different Distortions: different views contain different 

distortion of the same areadistortion of the same area



Viewing angle and baseline widthViewing angle and baseline width
Short baseline imagesShort baseline images



Wide baseline imagesWide baseline images



Effect of baseline widthEffect of baseline width
Short baseline: less depth informationShort baseline: less depth information
Wide baseline: increased distortions and Wide baseline: increased distortions and 
larger occlusionslarger occlusions



Stereo ReconstructionStereo Reconstruction

Given: Two images taken from different Given: Two images taken from different 
viewpoint of a static sceneviewpoint of a static scene
Task: Reconstruct the 3D model of the Task: Reconstruct the 3D model of the 
scenescene



Example: Stereo ReconstructionExample: Stereo Reconstruction



Different 3D points has different Different 3D points has different 
projections on the viewsprojections on the views



The projections can be used to The projections can be used to 
calculate the 3D coordinatecalculate the 3D coordinate



Unknown issuesUnknown issues

Parameters of the cameras (location, Parameters of the cameras (location, 
direction)direction)
Projections of the same 3D points on Projections of the same 3D points on 
different viewsdifferent views



Steps of reconstructionSteps of reconstruction
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Camera CalibrationCamera Calibration

Goal: Acquire information on camera Goal: Acquire information on camera 
parametersparameters
nn Intrinsic parameters (e.g. focal distance)Intrinsic parameters (e.g. focal distance)
nn Extrinsic parameters (position, direction)Extrinsic parameters (position, direction)
Task: CalibrationTask: Calibration
nn Calibration objects: accurate, difficultCalibration objects: accurate, difficult
nn AutocalibrationAutocalibration from images: less accurate, from images: less accurate, 

requires extra informationrequires extra information



AutocalibrationAutocalibration from imagesfrom images

2 views are not enough on their own2 views are not enough on their own
Example:Example:



AutocalibrationAutocalibration from imagesfrom images

2 views are not enough on 2 views are not enough on thierthier ownown
Example: Example: 



Solution: Additional constraintsSolution: Additional constraints

Constraints on camera parametersConstraints on camera parameters
nn Known parametersKnown parameters
nn Fixed parameters (e.g. same camera used for Fixed parameters (e.g. same camera used for 

all views)all views)
Many (5Many (5--8) views8) views
Interactive: defining parallel or orthogonal Interactive: defining parallel or orthogonal 
lineslines





Result:Result:



Unknown issuesUnknown issues

Parameters of the cameras (location, Parameters of the cameras (location, 
direction)direction)
Projections of the same 3D points on Projections of the same 3D points on 
different viewsdifferent views



Finding corresponding projectionsFinding corresponding projections

Tool: Tool: EpipolarEpipolar
ConstraintConstraint
AdvantageAdvantage: : 
corresponding pairs corresponding pairs 
must fall to must fall to 
corresponding corresponding 
epipolarepipolar lineslines
RequiredRequired: : Initial Initial 
correspondencescorrespondences



Initial Correspondence ProblemInitial Correspondence Problem
GivenGiven: : Stereo ImagesStereo Images
GoalGoal: : Give enough Give enough 
information for a reliable information for a reliable 
EpipolarEpipolar GeometryGeometry
TaskTask: : Locate projections Locate projections 
of the same 3D pointsof the same 3D points
Requirements:Requirements:
nn At least 8 points are At least 8 points are 

requiredrequired
nn Points must be spatially Points must be spatially 

well distributedwell distributed
SolutionsSolutions::
nn ManualManual
nn AutomaticAutomatic
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Example: Initial correspondencesExample: Initial correspondences



Automatic initial correspondencesAutomatic initial correspondences

What to match?What to match?
nn Edges, cornersEdges, corners
nn Distortion invariant shapesDistortion invariant shapes
Selected entities should have great chance to Selected entities should have great chance to 

be found on the other imagebe found on the other image
How to match?How to match?
nn Based on intensity and colour valuesBased on intensity and colour values
nn Based on distortion invariant featuresBased on distortion invariant features



EpipolarEpipolar GeometryGeometry
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Building the Building the EpipolarEpipolar GeometryGeometry

Given: Small set if initial corresponding 
point pairs
Task: Build the epipolar geometry
Solution: Find the 3x3 matrix F, so that for 
all corresponding pair (u1, u2)

u1
tFu2=0



RectificationRectification

Optional tool to aid Optional tool to aid 
the matchingthe matching
Goal: Transform input Goal: Transform input 
images so that the images so that the 
epipolarepipolar lines become lines become 
parallel and parallel and 
corresponding lines corresponding lines 
become cobecome co--linearlinear
Effect: RowEffect: Row--wise wise 
matching possiblematching possible
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Solution: Move Solution: Move epipolesepipoles to infinity by to infinity by rotatingrotating
the images planes in 3Dthe images planes in 3D



Solution: Move Solution: Move epipolesepipoles to infinity by to infinity by rotatingrotating
the images planes in 3Dthe images planes in 3D



Example: RectificationExample: Rectification



Example: RectificationExample: Rectification



Dense MatchingDense Matching
Given: Rectified stereo Given: Rectified stereo 
pairpair
Goal: Locate projections Goal: Locate projections 
of all mutually visible of all mutually visible 
pointspoints
TaskTask: : For each pixel, For each pixel, 
calculate disparity along calculate disparity along 
the the epipolarepipolar line by line by 
finding the best matching finding the best matching 
pixel in the same row of pixel in the same row of 
the other imagethe other image
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Solution to Dense Matching Solution to Dense Matching 

A single pixel is not informative enough, A single pixel is not informative enough, 
match windows around pixelsmatch windows around pixels
Try to match all pixels, but be prepared for Try to match all pixels, but be prepared for 
occlusionsocclusions



How to match?How to match?

Measure similarity or dissimilarityMeasure similarity or dissimilarity



Correlation and error functionsCorrelation and error functions
Sum of Absolute DifferencesSum of Absolute Differences (S(SAAD)D)
nn L1 normL1 norm

Sum of Squared DifferencesSum of Squared Differences (S(SSSD)D)
nn L2 normL2 norm

Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC)Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC)
nn Based on statistical correlationBased on statistical correlation

Modified versions exist for:Modified versions exist for:
nn Brightness inconsistenciesBrightness inconsistencies
nn Spatial distortionsSpatial distortions
nn Faster computationsFaster computations



Disparity MapsDisparity Maps



TriangulationTriangulation
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ResultsResults
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